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The 1996 Advanced class in Taos, NM. It was Ra's last Advanced training.
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Last month, 22 people from around the country were here
in Taos to attend the fourth Advanced training in America with
Ra Uru Hu. It was a great experience for everyone, especially
since it was the last Advanced training given by Ra. His work
has now shifted to teaching more specific advanced classes
and he has delegated the Advanced trainings in the US to
Zeno. 

Following the Advanced training, Ra gave a weekend
course on relationship analysis. Open to anyone trained in the
basics, this class drew a record attendance of 26 students and
was a good taste of what's to come in Ra's future trainings.

Each year following the fall trainings, we at New Sun Serv
ices America begin the task of scheduling the release of new
products and organize the trainings for the upcoming year.
The steady growth of Human Design in North America is very
noticeable and we plan to release many new learning materi
als - books and tapes - in 1997. Ra will teach the new
courses and be here twice next year. More to come. Wait and
See. 

New! The Sales Department 
The first step to free Zeno and Chaitanyo for the upcoming

tasks is to add the New Sun Services Sales department with a
new phone and fax number for all your orders and inquiries.
Liz Winslow Fruits of the very first US training in December
1993 will be assisting you with chart and book orders, and co
ordinating trainings in your area. The new number for all or
ders and information is  505 7584398. 

New! The Correspondence Basic Training 
Have you wanted to take a Basic Training and haven't been

able to set aside the time or there hasn't been one available in
your area? Introducing the Correspondence Basic Training!
This class qualifies as the prerequisite for the Advanced (Ana
lyst Certificate) training and most of  Ra's future classes. Using
tapes, study materials and answer sheets, the Correspond
ence course takes you through the mechanics of Human De
sign in 10 lessons. Call now to register. 

Organizing Trainings - Invitation to All 
For anyone interested in having a Basic or Advanced train

ing come to your town, please contact New Sun Services for
details. Local organizers of trainings earn commissions on reg
istrations. 
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12. The Power of the Great
he theme of the integration channels with gates 34, 57,
10  and 20  is individuation. By examining them, we can
discover what it means to be a unique human being.

Gate 34, The Power of the Great,  out of the Sacral center (vi
tality), delivers the power and energy for individuation. In
connection with gate 10, Treading,  it is a design of following
one's convictions, to have an individual point of view and the
power to stand by it.

The original roots for this are rage and aggression and they
reach far back: already in early childhood we learn to either
suppress or express this power. Only by expressing it are we in
contact with the roots of our vitality and can learn to deal with
it in a sensible and healthy (57) way. In educating our children
we must provide them with a secure environment in which they
can experience themselves as alive and powerful even in their
rage and aggression (a German term for “curse,” “KraftAus
druck,” literally means “expression of power.” The translator.).
In the process they learn to see themselves (20)  and to per
ceive the healthy aspects of it (57) . Children who aren't al
lowed to express this power never learn to deal with it prop
erly. Instead, they learn to be dishonest with themselves and
others, to suppress the energy and become sneaky. The result
is cowardice, or at least hidden aggression, hidden authori
tarianism, violence. The world's full of it.

Pluto, in gate 34  since a year, helps to face up to this power.
The transit is crucial to everybody (children and adults) who
don't have the 34  in their design. It is a unique chance to get
to the root of their vitality, especially when they have learned
as children to express it only indirectly. Pluto brings the truth to
daylight and the power from Hades, the underworld. Rage
and aggression can turn into courage and directness.

Aggression (from Latin aggredere, moving ahead) is often
confused with destruction. Healthy aggression is vital to ex
press, otherwise this energy turns as depression against one's
own vitality and life can then unfold only through detours, if at
all. Depressed people cannot be aggressive or furious. In
therapy, rage and aggression, often directed at the therapist,
are therefore the first signs of healing. Only in line 5, hexa
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1997 Training Schedule 
In addition to Basic trainings and the Correspondence

Basic, Zeno will offer two Advanced trainings in Taos in April
and September to accommodate the growing number of
people who want to become Human Design analysts.

Get out your calendar and mark the dates! Ra will be in
Taos to give the Rave Chart Reading Seminar on the weekend
of May 17 and 18. Open to anyone who's taken a Basic train
ing (including the Correspondence course). Come to Taos
right before the high season kicks in, and have a great time
discovering the magic of Human Design courses in Taos, New
Mexico.  Also in May, Ra will give the first Teacher's training in
the US. Licensed analysts may attend this class with Ra to be
certified to teach the Basic training, give Introduction lectures
and the Evening workshop. Call or write for the info sheet on
this. 

In fall, the Human Design School will offer a variety of
advanced courses with Ra over the period of three weeks.
Look for more details in our next mailing.

Changes in the Newsletter
The newsletter mailings have a new focus and schedule. The

Planetary Program and MoonWatch have been discontinued.
Advertising is now accepted to be included with the

mailings. Are you interested in advertising your products or
services to friends of Human Design? To find out more, fax,
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gram 34  is intentionally destructive, and has to be: from there
the immune system (57)  derives its destructive power, serving
the body's health by destruction.

In gate 34 reside might, power, violence. But only their ap
plication each moment (20)  determines whether they are help
ful or destructive, healthy or unhealthy (57) . In any case it's
the base energy for one's composure, the stance toward our
selves, our way of life (10) , our individual, healthy (57) being
each moment (20) of life. Life wants to happen, wants to be
with great power.

People with gate 34  in their design have always been fixed
in a given posture, depending on the specific line. Pluto now
brings everything to the surface, whether light or shadow. It
does it with might and power, if necessary violently. No


